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provide the best quality, shapes, precision and advice I can't keep 
working in my backyard. The neighbors and my family's concern about 
the production materials in the backyard was also a factor. No matter 
how cool 100% handshape boards are, and they are cool, and I still 
make some, you just can't make 2 of the same, and you can't tell that to a 
team rider who needs exactly the same magic board as a backup. You 
couldn't have said it to me when I was competing. You must have the 
highest level of precision possible. Like all the top shapers in the world. 
Shortboard and longboard as one. So I started working with experienced 
international shapers in their factory using a shaping program and cutting 
the blanks in a CNC machine before shaping and glassing the boards by 
hand. Combining my models, experience and knowledge of waves in 
Denmark and around the world together with their 27 and more years of 
experience shaping. 
 
Testing and approving by myself and the team riders every single board 
before putting it up for the public. And yes, some weird surfboard ideas 
went down the drain and we never talked about it again. But that is just 
the fun part of experimenting and exploring new shapes and possibilities.

So come in for a chat, you can find me at the Cold Hawaii Board Shop in 
Klitmøller, together we will find your next dream board.
As a core surfer and a surf school owner I know all type of surfers needs 
and I am sure that we can find the perfect board for your skills and goals.

See you there, 
Mor. 

The founder's bio - Mor Meluka
An ex-pro surfer, former top 5 european juniors, multiple times Danish 
open surfing champion (shortboard and longboard) and former Danish 
National surf coach are nearly as important titles as a husband, a father 
for two and a passionate surfer.

Like any passionate surfer who lives for the next swell regardless of its 
size, shape or direction, Mor has been dedicating his time since 2009 to 
explore and tune in perfectly with the Danish west coast.
Scoring the best possible danish waves whether its hollow clean barre- 
ling shorebreaks or long peeling longboards waves. 

In his words:
I can talk about surfboards all day long, that's what gets me pumped to 
go surf. I used to pick up my trustfull competition shortboard in any kind 
of conditions until about 2012, where I started enjoying riding literally all 
types of boards. I believe that almost every surfer has that dream to 
shape and surf his own board, and that's what I did. Since I was a 
teenager, visiting my shaper and helping him understand my needs in the 
water and how I believe we can get there, was one of the most exciting 
experiences for me. In 2013 I started shaping my own boards and had so 
much fun with it. It was so much fun that friends and random surfers 
asked me to shape boards for them. That wasn't my plan, I just wanted to 
have fun. But board after board I realized that I am doing something right 
and truly enjoyed fitting the right board for the right person. I needed a 
name for the brand, which got me thinking, because it all happened so 
fast and not planned. I ended up calling it Columbus. Because my middle 
name is Mordehai, named after my great grandfather Mordehai Colum-
bus. I thought that's cool. And so the Columbus surfboards brand was 
born. 
People asking me a lot why are you not shaping in your backyard anymo-
re ?! The answer is simple.
I kept on making more boards and quickly realized that if I should aim to 



Shortboards

We have designed so many shortboards over the years that 
there is not enough place to fit them all in. Here is a selection 
of the most popular and best performing boards.
Models you know for long time like the Much Mor, Meat Lover, 
La belle, The Hype, Aba Wrap and more, are still available. 
Actually, a lot of these boards were the beginning of the 
following boards where we changed and adjusted dimensions 
until a new model was born.



5’6 18,12 2,06 23L

5’10 18,50 2,25 26,5L

5’11 18,56 2,25 27L

6’0 18,63 2,25 28L

Length Width Thickness Volume

C-Rad

A super high-performance shape with a narrow outli-
ne. Lots of nose rocker to fit tighter turns in the 
pocket. Solid kick tail rocker for a fast release on the 
speedier bottom turns and lip smashing sections. 
This board loves to go rail to rail and need you to work 
up the speed on the slower days. Once you get it 
going, it will take you where you want to go on the 
wave thanks to its responsiveness and outline design. 
The C-Rad, like its name is freaking radical!
Medium-deep Single concave.
A common choice within our ripper team riders.
Surf level required: Intermediate to pro.
Size to pick: Your Hight - + 1-2 inches, depends on 
your level. Ask us for advice.



5’8 18,75 2,25 25,8L

5’9 18,88 2,31 27,1L

5’10 19 2,38 28,5L

5’11 19,25 2,42 29,8L

6’0 19,50 2,5 31,6L

6’1 19,75 2,56 33,2L

Length Width Thickness Volume

C-All

A high-performance shortboard to fit most surf conditi-
ons, From your everyday mash to a bigger hollower 
days during your surf trip. Medium rocker and a bit 
fuller rails and outline from the C-Rad making it an 
easy forgiving, sharp and radical shortboard.
Soft-medium single or double concave.
A common choice within our ripper team riders.
Surf level required: Intermediate to pro. 
Size to pick: Your Hight - + 1-2 inches, depends on 
your level. Ask us for advice.



5’6 19,5 2,38 28,2L

5’8 19,75 2,42 30L

5’10 20 2,5 32,3L

5’11 20,18 2,56 33,9L

Length Width Thickness Volume

C-Small

A flatter board with more volume, thicker rails and 
wider outline. With the idea of getting more speed 
throughout the flat section. We kept the tail and nose 
slightly trimmed so you can still push hard and get it to 
turn sharp in the steeper sections. Works great with a 
swallow tail as well as a squash tail. A great board for 
beginners who want to push their level towards a  
performance surfing style. Also great for high level 
surfers who want to have easy flow, fun and speed 
without giving up on the sharp turn when the section 
ask for it.
Surf level required: Beginner to pro. 
Size to pick: Your Hight - + 2-4 inches, depends on 
your level. Ask us for advice.



6’2 19,50 2,50 33,5L

6’4 19,75 2,63 36,6L

6’6 19,87 2,75 39,5L

Length Width Thickness Volume

C-Lad

We took our standard shortboard idea and scaled it up. 
Longer, wider, friendlier. The C-Lad, like its name Is a 
great Lad! What I love about it the most is how easy it 
surfs. How much speed it carries through the flats and 
how radical it can go on the critical section. This is an 
old school board design which I recommend every 
surfer to try. This board will polish your surfing, round 
your turns and improve your flow. A lot of old school 
ripper are still using this design to surf as hard as they 
can in all kind of conditions.
I have seen this model doing miracles to surfers. 
Beginners learned how to properly shortboard after 
surfing this board. Long life surfers who left surfing 
behind for years had this model as their perfect come-
back board. Women after pregnancies had huge 
success on it as well. I love surfing it when I want to rip 
and don’t have much energy in me. 
Surf level required: Beginner to pro. 
Size to pick: Your Hight + 2-10 inches, depends on your 
level. Ask us for advice.



5’4 19,65 2,25 27,3L

5’6 19,88 2,31 28,3L

5’7 20 2,38 30,2L

5’8 20,18 2,42 31,45L

5’9 20,25 2,5 33L

5’10 20,38 2,56 34,6L

Length Width Thickness Volume

C-Stuff

A wave catching machine! You want to have it all? 
Here you go, this is your board. A flatter nose and tail 
rocker, wide outline all the way from top to bottom, 
thicker and more forgiving rails. This always makes 
the board gain lots of speed. Try it as a quad if you 
want tighter turn. Surf it as a thruster if you are Begin-
ner- intermediate.
Surf level required: Beginner to pro. 
Size to pick: Your Hight - + 2-4 inches, depends on 
your level. Ask us for advice.





5’5 18,875 2,25 25,7L

5’6 19 2,312 27L

5’7 19,125 2,437 28,4L

5’8 19,375 2,437 29,7L

5’9 19,625 2,5 31,6L

5’10 20,875 2,562 33,2L

5’11 20 2,625 34,8L

6’0 20,125 2,687 36,3L

6’2 20,375 2,75 38,3L

Length Width Thickness Volume

C-Twin

A mid length… no no wait a sec… a channels twin… 
mmm not quiet… a round tail twin… ahhh not 
always… a swallow board…. Ok ok let’s stop here!
There are too many options for twin fins and the last 
years everyone is surfing one.
Some are mid length cruisy with channels, wider 
outline and low rocker. Recommended to surf about 
2-10 inched higher than your Hight. Yes that’s the 
board.
Some are made for performance surfing, rounded tail, 
with or without channels, recommended so surf your 
hight -+ 2 inches. Yes that’s the board.
Some are just lengthen trimmed retro fish with flat 
bottom. Yes that’s the board too!
We are making this board with many variations and 
our stock models are varying.
The best is to come and have a chat about what you 
really look for, maybe try a board or two before you 
decide and then we will match the perfect one for you.



5’4 20,25 2,5 31,1L

5’8 20,625 2,625 36.3L

5’10 20,750 2,625 37,8L

6’0 21,25 2,625 39,9L

6’4 21,5 2,625 42,6L

6’8 21,75 2,675 47,6L

Length Width Thickness Volume

The Chosen

We love to play. We chose to play. When we aren’t 
sure what board to choose, we always end up taking 
this one. Therefore we call it the chosen!
A round nose single fin with option for side fins as 
well. 
A super flat bottom and rocker board that dances 
trough the ocean like a whale. The narrower rounded 
tail will hold all sizes and make this board turn so easy 
that you will be surprised. And surprise even more 
how much edge it can hold while turning and leaning 
on a bigger single fin. A fun board for everyone in all 
kind of conditions. Yes, you can also nose ride it!
Surf level required: Beginner to pro. 
Size to pick: Your Hight + 2-10 inches, depends on 
your level. Ask us for advice.



5’6 18,5 2,125 23,74L

5’8 18,875 2,25 27,56L

5’10 19 2,25 28,69L

6’0 21 2,25 36,61L

Length Width Thickness Volume

The Wicked

Bro! Sis! Are you a freak of surfing? Cause we are! 
This board is a rocket! Low rocker both at the tail and 
nose. Wide bat tail with two tiny channels that will 
capitalize on any speed the wave can offer. Wider 
nose for easy wave catching. This board is a will go 
fast, fly high and make you feel alive!
Surf level required: Beginner to pro. 
Size to pick: Your Hight - + 2-3 inches, depends on 
your level. Ask us for advice.



Custom Sizes, and stock available

Length Width Thickness Volume

The Retrofish

I’m not going to write about that model. We got you 
covered. 
And you gonna look freaking cool! 



7’4 21,5 2,75 50.6L

7’6 21,75 2,75 53,7L

7’8 22 2,875 57L

7’10 21,25 2,875 58,3L

8’0 22,25 2,75 59,4L

8’2 22,75 3 63,3,3L

8’4 23 3,125 68,9L

Length Width Thickness Volume

Globus

Remember when mid-length used to be called a 
funboard? If you surf for more that 10-15 years, you 
probably still call is it a funboard. But surf fashion 
dictates the name, right?!
Whatever you call it, it is a round nose low-medium 
rocker with a flatter tail. Outline with good width in the 
center and a narrower tail. Nose width can vary 
depending on the needs.
The perfect beginner board. Mostly produced in sizes 
7’0-8’2.
The most recommended beginner board, yes! You just 
starting? Get one!
Surf level required: Beginner to pro. 
Size to pick: Your Hight + 6-10 inches, depends on 
your level. Ask us for advice.



Longboards

Welcome to the longboards section, where to start?! I love longbo-
arding and ride my longboards according to my mood. Our passion 
for riding longboards is huge, and yet keeps on growing. We design 
many kinds of longboards for all kinds of conditions, styles and 
moods. Warning: you are about to fall in love.



Catwalk

(This model also comes with a few adjustments with 
the name: Performance longboard)
Let’s win this shit! Do you want a board that can turn 
easy and nose ride altogether? This is your board. Me 
and my team riders are surfing this board for competi-
tions in order to combine modern turns and old school 
nose rides. The narrow tail and wide nose make this 
longboard work in tiny waves as well as bigger and 
steeper waves. Low to medium nose rockers keep you 
shredding and nose ride safely throughout he secti-
ons.
Surf level required: all levels

9’0 22,25 2,875 63,9L

9’2 22,75 2,875 68,4L

9’4 22,75 2,875 68,8L

9’6 22,75 2,875 70L

Length Width Thickness Volume



C-Log

This board is a true log. With a triple stringer and 
heavy glassed with volan cloth, you can be sure to get 
the old school vibes and turns going. A piggy outline 
with wide hips and a narrower nose, combined with 
soft rails and a light nose concave, this board dance 
casually from side to side as your backfoot from rail to 
rail. An easy and forgiving nose rider and a great soul 
mate. 
Surf level required: all levels

9’0 22,75 3 72,5L

9’2 22,875 3 75,4L

9’4 23 3 76,3L

9’6 and above, ask us for custom sizes

Length Width Thickness Volume



Airpig

No, no pig is about to take to the air. But this longbo-
ard is going to make you feel high!
I took the wide tail and hips of the C-log and the wide 
nose of the Catwalk and combined them into 1 outline. 
The result was amazing! The easiest nose rider 
combination I have ever experienced. Soft and forgi-
ving rails, flat to low nose rocker. Medium tail rocker 
with a tiny bit of deck concave above the tail. All that 
makes it sit in the water like a boat and let you nose 
ride also when the wave is almost gone. The tail 
rocker assists with turning the board while riding the 
very edge of the nose. A must try.
Surf level required: all levels

9’0 22,875 3,075 73L

9’2 23 3 75,5L

9’4 23 3,125 79,6L

9’6

9’8 and above, ask us for custom sizes

23 3,125 81L

Length Width Thickness Volume



Classic

Every longboard is a classic, isn’t it?!
Well, while every longboard is coming from different 
background and spot in the history of the surfing 
timeline, this classic is the ‘modern longboard of the 
old school days’ .
Super flat, nose concave, boxy rail and a wide outline, 
this board can do everything with ease. Just get up 
and feel it, follow what the wave can offer you and go 
with the flow, the fun will follow.
Surf level required: all levels

9’0 22,75 3 70,6L

9’6 23 3,125 77,8L

Length Width Thickness Volume



Nose Rider

Do we need to say more? A classic nose rider outline 
with forgiving rails. Wide nose and tail, easy turner, 
smooth wave catcher
Surf level required: all levels

9’0 22,75 2,88 70,2L

9’2 23 3 75,3L

9’4 25,25 3,12 80,3L

9’6 23,28 3,25 85,5L

9’8 23,5 3,5 94,5L

10’ and above, ask us for custom sizes

Length Width Thickness Volume



Team Riders

Finn Springborn
D

avid Johansen

Growing up as a competitive surfer, one of the most 
important things for me was to get support from people 
who understand surfboards and can give me surf advice. 
Therefore, I see the support side of Columbus Surfbo-
ards as one of the most important things. Since day one 
of the brand, we have been supporting and sponsoring a 
field of surfers. Designing boards, giving advice, provi-
ding the gear and all the support a surfer needs.
Supporting and being there for the next generation of 
surfers is deep in our DNA and no matter how much 
time, money or resources it takes, that's our first priority.

Vahineura Itchner
M

or M
eluka



Danish Champions Men Shortboard
2017 Oliver Hartkopp
2018 Oliver hartkopp
2019 Christo�er Holler
2020 Christo�er Holler
2021 David Johansen

Danish Championship Women Longboard
2014 Vahineura Itchner
2019 Anne Julie
2021 Thilde So�e

Danish Championship Longboard Men
2015 Robert storm
2016 Robert storm
2017 Robert storm
2018 Robert storm
2019 Robert storm
2020 Robert storm
2021 Robert storm

Danish Open Longboard Men
2017 Mor Meluka
2020 Mor Meluka

Danish Open championship Men Shortboard
2015 Mor Meluka
2016 Mor Meluka
2017 Mor Meluka
2019 Mor Meluka
2020 Mor Meluka
2021 Finn Springborn

Danish Open championship Women Shortboard
2014 Vahineura Itchner
2015 Vahineura Itchner
2017 Vahineura Itchner
2018 Vahineura Itchner
2019 Vahineura Itchner
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www.columbussurfboards.com
IG: @columbus_surfboards


